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U.S. Cold Storage Sets Solar Array in Lumberton, NC Facility
VOORHEES, NJ based United States Cold Storage, has announced it will
install a 2.7 megawatt ground based solar array at its Lumberton, North
Carolina refrigerated warehouse.

The system will be a ground-mount system on a fixed 30° tilt to achieve a
balance between high efficiency and low maintenance. “This photovoltaic
system is part of USCS’ long-term sustainable development strategy.
Through continued support from Swire, USCS can further integrate the
environmental benefits PV technology provides in both our operations and
in the communities in which we do business,” said Michael Lynch, Vice
President of Engineering at USCS.
“We are excited our company chose the Lumberton, NC facility for this
investment and the part it will play in meeting our overall sustainability

goals,” says Jesse Hooks, Regional V.P. – Mid-Atlantic. “The Lumberton
site was chosen due to available acreage and the customer base requires
substantial blast freezing demand. This project will provide a long-term
source of renewable energy for the next 20 years, allowing USCS to offset
the purchase of carbon based electricity. This is USCS’s second array in the
past six years; the first array has performed reliably and confirmed the
ability to integrate a PV system into an existing warehouse. “
USCS has selected Mangan Renewables to assist in the design and
installation of the PV system. Mangan Renewables, a division of Mangan,
Inc., is an IARW Member and has been providing renewable energy
solutions for its customers since 2006.
About United States Cold Storage
United States Cold Storage, Inc. (USCS), Voorhees, N.J., is a premier provider of public
refrigerated warehousing (PRW) and related logistics services throughout North
America. With roots dating back to 1891, USCS has long served a diverse customer
base with requirements ranging from primary storage to fully integrated third-party
logistics.
The company offers 229 million cubic feet of temperature-controlled warehouse and
distribution space in 35 facilities located in 12 states including California, Delaware,
Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Nebraska, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas,
Utah and Virginia. USCS is the third largest PRW Logistics provider in North America.
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